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Abstract

Relationships between variables change over time, but also differ
across scales. Wavelet analysis has the ability to provide both types of
information in a unifying framework through time-frequency decom-
position analysis. By exploiting wavelets’ ability to examine the rela-
tionships between variables on a scale-by-scale, rather than aggregate,
basis a wavelet-based methodology for the construction of composite
indicators is applied to the Conference Board’s leading index (TCB-
LEI). with the aim of detecting early warning signals of business cycles
turning points. The proposed methodology consists of constructing an
overall composite index obtained by aggregating several scale-based
sub-indexes, each corresponding to a different frequency band, where
the individual component are selected on the basis of their statistical
performance at each time scale. The application to the TCB-LEI using
historical data shows that using the wavelet-based composite index it
is possible to improve the performance of composite leading indicators
by also retaining the reliability of the early warning signals provided.
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1 Introduction

Dealing with large datasets is not new in macroeconomics. Following Burns
and Mitchell’s (1946) classical definition of business cycles NBER business
cycle analysts developed composite indexes to measure common movements
in a set of macroeconomic variables. The linear tradition in macroeconomics
and business cycle analysis, represented by the so-called ”indicators ap-
proach” to business cycle analysis, involves the creation of composite leading,
coincident, and lagging indexes by considering the pattern of comovements
among hundreds of historical time series. The construction of composite
indexes reflects the awareness that business cycles are complex phenomena
with unique features, not only in terms of duration, amplitude, steepness,
etc., but also with respect to their causes and consequences. Therefore, a
wide coverage of the individual components in terms of different areas is con-
sidered essential in order to obtain a good representation of overall economic
activity.1.

In the last two decades the increasing availability of huge and detailed
datasets has favored the development of researchers’ interests in variable
selection methods. A well known example is provided by the new strand of
literature based on factor models with applications to traditional small-scale
macroeconometric models. The idea of dynamic factor models is to provide
an exhaustive summary of the large amount of available information by
replacing large sets of variables with a small subset of them. In particu-
lar, factor models provide an alternative parsimonious modern statistical
framework to extract information from a large number of potentially useful
variables by capturing comovements among them through the estimation of
a single common factor whose behavior is qualitatively similar to that of the
set of contemporaneous economic variables.2 For example, Stock and Wat-
son’s (2002) diffusion indexes extracted from dynamic factor models allow a
parsimonious description of the dynamics common to the observed variables
by taking a weighted average of these variables, with weights chosen so as
to capture the largest possible amount of variation in the variables.

However, since the information content within such large aggregate datasets
is mostly overlapping methods for extracting the information content in
these data-rich environment are called for. Although in principle there are
two ways to exploit the information content within this ”soup” of largely
overlapping macroeconomic variables, that is time and frequency domain
analysis, data processing is generally performed using time domain meth-
ods. But the analysis in the time domain yields only part of the information

1Subject areas of selected individual indicators include production, construction, labour
force, prices, monetary and financial, foreign trade, business and consumer surveys.

2Both time domain and frequency domain principal component analysis (of the dynamic
factor model) have been developed by Stock and Watson (1989, 1991, 1993) and Forni and
Rechlin (1996, 1997, 1998), Forni and Lippi (1997, 1998), Forni et al. (2000), respectively.
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embedded in the data. In order to obtain the remaining part of the infor-
mation the data need to be analyzed in the frequency domain.

Wavelet analysis has the ability to simultaneously provide both types of
information in a unifying framework through time-frequency decomposition
analysis, that is decomposing a signal into a set of time scale components,
each associated to a specific frequency band and with a resolution matched
to its scale. The time-frequency representation of the signal allowed by
the wavelet transform can reveal patterns and features in the data beyond
those evidenced from the usual aggregate perspective and may be useful in
analyzing situations in which the degree of association between two time
series is likely to change both over time and across frequencies.3 Thus,
wavelet multi resolution decomposition analysis allows to identify different
relationships between variables at different time scales so that it is possible
to distinguish those time scales at which there is a statistically significant
relationship from those scales at which there is not.

These properties can be usefully employed to construct a ”wavelet-based”
composite indicator that, by efficiently using all available information, can
potentially reduce the number of false signals, while retaining parsimony
and reliability of the information provided (see Gallegati, 2014). Such a
”wavelet-based” overall composite index is created by gathering the infor-
mation obtained on a scale-by-scale basis4 through the aggregation of several
sub-indexes each corresponding to a different frequency band.

In this paper we examine to what extent the time-frequency decompo-
sition properties of the wavelet transform can be usefully exploited for the
construction of composite indicators with an application to the Conference
Board’s composite leading indicator for the United States (TCB-LEI). First,
we perform a preliminary exploratory wavelet-based analysis of the data us-
ing some tools associated with the continuous wavelet transform (CWT),
i.e. wavelet coherence and wavelet phase difference, with the aim to mea-
sure , respectively, the local correlation in the time-frequency space and
the phase relationship between each individual TCB-LEI indicator and the
reference series (i.e. the coincident economic indicator, TCB-CEI). Then,
after decomposing each individual component series of the TCB-LEI into
its time scale components, we select at every single time scale those in-
dividual indicators that display the best overall statistical performance to
construct the corresponding scale-based sub-index. Finally, the scale-based

3That comovements among macroeconomic time series differ across frequencies has
been firstly documented by Hannan (1963) and Engle (1974, 1978) using band spectrum
regressions, then by Ramesy and Lampart (1988a, b) using regression over timescale de-
compositions. Recently, these findings have been confirmed with respect to the wage
Phillips curve (Gallegati et al., 2011), and the different informative content of interest
rate spreads for future output and of stock and bond market prices for investments (see
Gallegati et al., 2013, and Gallegati and Ramsey, 2013, 2014, respectively).

4The statistical performance of each individual component at different time scales is
used as a variable selection criterion of the different scale-based sub-indexes.
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sub-indexes are aggregated to obtain the overall ”wavelet-based” composite
leading indicator, TCB-LEIW .

We evaluate the performance of the ”wavelet-based” composite leading
indicator as to the TCB-LEI by investigating their length and consistency
at NBER peaks and troughs. The results indicate that the wavelet-based
composite leading indicator gives reliable signals of approaching turning
points slightly in advance relative to the TCB-LEI with respect to NBER
reference chronology. Moreover, the comparison between the components
of the two indexes corresponding to the ”major cycles”, i.e. 4 to 8 years
periodicities, indicates an average leading time of several months for the
wavelet-based relative to the TCB-LEI derived measure.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the motivation
for using wavelets in the indicators approach by performing the exploratory
research analysis of the data using continuous wavelet transform (CWT).
Section 3 describes the methodology to obtain a wavelet-based composite
index and show the construction of the wavelet-based composite leading
indicator for the US. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the wavelet-
based composite leading indicator TCB-LEIW relative to the TCB-LEI and
its derived measures and section 5 concludes.

2 The continuous wavelet transform

We begin this section by recalling the basic structure of the wavelet approach
to modeling time series data. Wavelets are particular types of function ψ(.)
that are localized both in time and frequency domain and used to decompose
a function f(x), i.e. a surface, a series, etc.., in more elementary functions
which include informations about the same f(x). The essential character-
istics of wavelets are best illustrated through the development of the con-
tinuous wavelet transform (CWT). At the simplest level wavelet analysis
consists of a transformation of a signal obtained by projecting the signal,
x(t), onto a wavelet basis function ψ via

Wx(u, s) =
∫ ∞
−∞

x(t)ψ(u,s)(t)dt

ψ(u,s)(t) =
1√
s
ψ(
t− u
s

)

The CWT converts the series x(t) into a set of wavelet coefficients,
Wx(u, s), each representing the amplitude of the wavelet function at a partic-
ular position and for a particular wavelet scale. More specifically, Wx(u, s) is
obtained by scaling and translating the the wavelet basis ψ, called ”mother
wavelet”, which is a function of two parameters s and u, denoting the di-
lation (scale factor) and translation (time shift), respectively where s is a
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scaling or dilation factor that controls the length of the wavelet and u a lo-
cation parameter that indicates where the wavelet is centered (see Percival
and Walden, 2000).

Let Wx and Wy be the continuous wavelet transform of two time series
x and y with respect to the wavelet ψ:

• |Wx|2 and |Wx|2 represent the wavelet power spectra of x and y, re-
spectively, which depict the local variance of x and y and measure the
contribution to the total energy since the power is the absolute-value-
squared of the wavelet coefficients;

• |Wxy|=|WxW
∗
y | (where (*) indicates complex conjugate) the cross-

wavelet spectrum of the two series and depicts the local covariance
of the two time series at each scale and frequency (see Hudgins et
al.,1993, Torrence and Compo, 1998, Grinsted et al., 2004).

Although useful for revealing potentially interesting features in the data,
like characteristic scales, the wavelet power spectrum is not necessarily the
best tool to deal with the time-frequency dependencies between two time-
series. Indeed, even if two countries share a similar high power region, one
cannot infer that their business cycles look alike. To detect and quantify
relationships between variables, cross-wavelet tools like wavelet coherency
and wavelet phase-difference have to be used. The absolute value squared
of the smoothed cross-wavelet spectrum |Wxy|, normalized by the smoothed
wavelet power spectra |Wx|2 and |Wx|2, gives the wavelet squared coherency,

R2
xy =

|S(λ−1Wxy)|2

S(λ−1|Wx)|2)S(λ−1|Wy)|2)
,

where S is a smoothing operator in both time and scale (see Torrence
and Webster, 1999). The squared wavelet coherency coefficient R2

xy, rang-
ing between 0 and 1, provides an accurate measure of the local correlation
between two time series in time-frequency domain (Chatfield, 1989) and is
especially useful in highlighting the time and frequency intervals where two
phenomena have strong interactions.

Finally, the wavelet coherency phase difference θ is the ratio between the
imaginary and the real part of the wavelet coherency:

θxy = arctan(
=[S(λ−1Wxy)]
<[S(λ−1Wxy)]

).

The phase of a given time-series x can be viewed as the position in the
pseudo-cycle of the series and it is parameterized in radian ranging from −π
to π and can be useful to characterize the phase relationships between two
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time series as a function of frequency, i.e. phase synchronization of two time
series.

By showing how the power of the projection of the signal varies with the
scale of observation the tools associated with the CWT can get indication
about the underlying structure in the data, like characteristics scales, i.e.
dominant scales of variation in the data, and (highly localized) patterns, be-
yond those usually evidenced by standard tools focussing on a unique time
scale. As such, the CWT provides a powerful tool for performing exploratory
data analysis (Tukey, 1977). These descriptive techniques, mostly graphi-
cal, find limited application in empirical works because of their incapacity
to provide clear answers and the requirement of subjective judgements in
interpreting results. CWT tools can avoid the main disadvantages of stan-
dard exploratory techniques by allowing the researcher interpretation and
decisions processes not to rely anymore on a subjective data visualization
process, by retaining at the same time their main advantages, that is to look
for flexible ways to examine data without preconceived assumptions.

3 Exploratory data analysis of TCB-LEI compo-
nents using CWT

In this section we perform a preliminary exploratory wavelet-based analysis
of the component series of the TCB-LEI using some tools associated with
the continuous wavelet transform (CWT). The most important gain from
using the multi-resolution decomposition properties of wavelet transform for
the construction of composite indicators is that it allows to efficiently pro-
cess all available information by exploiting the different informative content
of individual indicators at different time scales. More specifically, the time
scale decomposition property of wavelets allows identification of different
relationships between variables on a scale-by-scale basis so that it is pos-
sible to separate those time scales at which the relationship is statistically
significant from those scales at which it is not.

We perform the exploratory research analysis of the data by using the
wavelet coherency and its phase difference: the first measures the local cor-
relation of two series, the latter the lead/lag relationship between two vari-
ables in time-frequency space. Among the several types of wavelet families
available we employ the widely used wavelet, that is the Morlet wavelet.
Being a complex wavelet, the Morlet wavelet produces complex transforms,
and thus can provide us with information on both amplitude and phase,5

and has optimal joint time frequency concentration, as it attains the mini-
mum possible uncertainty of the corresponding Heisenberg box. The Morlet

5The main usefulness from using complex-valued wavelets like Morlet wavelet lies in
its ability to also provide the phase information, that is a local measure of the phase delay
between two time series as a function of both time and frequency.
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wavelet is defined as

ψη(t) = π−
1
4 exp(iω0η)exp(−η

2

2
).

where −1/4 is a normalization term, η = t/λ is the dimensionless time
parameter, t is the time parameter, λ is the scale of the wavelet and ω is
the frequency parameter. We use the value ω0 = 6 since this particular
choice provides a good balance between time and frequency localization (see
Grinsted et al. 2004) and also simplifies the interpretation of the wavelet
analysis because the wavelet scale, λ, is inversely related to the frequency,
f ≈ 1/λ.

Our dataset includes the individual components of the demi-last recent
versions of the TCB-LEI: Average weekly hours, manufacturing (AWH);
Average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance (ICUI); Manu-
facturers new orders, consumer goods and materials (NOCG); Manufactur-
ers new orders, nondefense capital goods excluding aircrafts (NOND); ISM
Manufacturing, New Orders Index (ISM); Building permits, new private
housing units (BP); Stock prices, 500 common stocks (SP500); Money sup-
ply (M2); Interest rate spread, 10-year Treasury bonds less Federal funds
(YS); University of Michigan Index of consumer expectations (UMCE).

The plots of the wavelet squared coherency for each component series
of the TCB-LEi vs the coincident economic index (TCB-CEI), along with
the wavelet phase are shown in Figures 1 to 5.6 The wavelet coherence be-
tween any two economic time series effectively charts the strength of their
correlation by frequency and over time. The wavelet coherency power is in-
dicated by color coding: it ranges from blue (low coherency) to red (high co-
herency), with significant regions associated with warmer colors (red, orange
and bright green). Regions of high coherency between two time series detect
areas in the time-frequency space where two phenomena have a significant
interaction and the strength of the relationship is strong. The thick black
contour lines denote regions of statistically significant correlation whereas
the cone of influence, represented by a shaded area, corresponds to the re-
gion affected by edge effects at the beginning and the end of the time series.
Following Grinsted et al. (2004) and Maraun and Kurths (2004) critical
values were calculated as the 95th percentile of the empirical distribution of
the simulated wavelet coherencies.

The wavelet phase difference between the two series charts lead/lag re-
lationships by frequency. The wavelet phase is superimposed on wavelet
coherency plots and indicated by arrows in regions characterized by high co-
herency. The direction of arrows shows the relative phasing of the two time

6Figures 1 to 5 have been obtained using the MatLab package developed by
Grinsted et al. (1994). For a comprehensive list of wavelet-related software see
http://www.amara.com/current/wavesoft.html.
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series and can be interpreted as indicating a lead/lag relationship: right ar-
row means that the two variables are in-phase, while left arrow means that
the two variables are in-antiphase. In addition, if the right arrow points
up (down) it means that the TCB-CEI is lagging (leading) the TCB-LEI
component series, while if the left arrow points down (up) means that the
TCB-CEI is lagging (leading) the TCB-LEI component series.

Figures 1 to 5 about here
The wavelet coherence between the TCB-CEI and several TCB-LEI com-

ponent are presented in Figures 1 to 5.The plots show that the correlations
structures are quite different, with regions of statistically significant corre-
lation unevenly distributed both across scales and over time periods. In
particular:

• most of the high coherency regions are concentrated at scales corre-
sponding to business cycle frequencies and in the middle of the sample
(early 1970s-early 1990s);

• only a few component series display a statistically significant relation-
ship with the reference series at the longest scales;

• at lower scales there is evidence of intermittent periods of high corre-
lation throughout the sample;

• the phase relationship is not constant over time, nor across scales.

In spite of the noticeable differences striking similarities of the correlation
structure emerge for AWH, ICUI, NOCG, ISM and NOND, where regions
of high correlation are uniformly evident throughout the sample at higher
scales, that is at scales greater than 16 months. Similar evidence is displayed
by building permits and interest rate spread at scales between 32 (64) and
128 months over the whole sample. By contrast, the remaining variables
show intermittent periods of high correlation. Regions of high, significant
correlation for UMCE and M2 are evident at scales from 32 to 128 months
until mid 1980s and early 1980s, respectively, and at scales greater than
128 months from mid 1980s for UMCE. The correlation structure of M2
is consistent with the recent revision of the TCB-LEI which replaces M2
with an index of financial conditions because starting from the early 1990s
then real money supply M2 has ceased to be a useful leading indicator (see
Levanon et al. 2010). In fact, between mid1980s and mid1990s-early2000s
the statistically significant relationship is not present anymore. In addition,
when M2 is again statistically significant from mid1990s and mid-2000s, on
the 128 and 64 months band respectively, the phase difference is not constant
for M2, changing from leading to slightly lagging. Finally, there is sparse
evidence of periods of significant correlation for the SP500 at scales around
32 months until early 1980s, from 16 to 128 months after 2000s and at the
highest scales throughout the sample.
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All in all, the main findings emerging from the visual inspection of the
coherency plots are twofold: the absence of regions with significant corre-
lations at lower scales for any individual leading indicator and their quite
different correlation structures. Such a different concentration of the statis-
tical significant regions in the time-scale plane provides the main motivation
for the construction of a wavelet-based composite leading indicator.

4 Constructing a wavelet-based composite index:
an application to Conference Board’s leading
economic indicator (TCB-LEI)

The results from the CWT-based exploratory data analysis suggest that
the components series of TCB-LEI display different informative content at
different time scales and that such informative content may change over time.
As shown in Gallegati (2014) these findings can be used to develop a wavelet-
based approach to composite indicators which differs from the traditional
methodology as to the construction and data selection procedures. The
result is a composite indicator obtained by combining those components that
are likely to contain the most useful information. In particular, the overall
composite index is constructed by combining several sub-indexes obtained
on a scale-by-scale basis, where each sub-index is a weighted combination of
different variables selected on the basis of their statistical performance at a
specific time scale.

Let I1, I2,...., IN be the N ”reliable” indicators available for the con-
struction of the composite index. By applying a J-level multi resolution
decomposition analysis we can provide a complete decomposition of each
individual indicator Ii into a smoothed version of the original signal and a
set of detail information at different scales:

Ii ≈ SJ [Ii] +DJ [Ii] + .....+Dj [Ii] + ...+D2[Ii] +D1[Ii] (1)

where SJ [Ii] contains the ”smooth component” of the signal, and Dj [Ii],
with j = 1, 2, ..J , the detail signal components at ever-increasing levels of
detail. At each level of decomposition j = 1, 2, ..., J we can construct a
”scale-based” composite sub-index CIDj by a weighted aggregation of the
k ≤n statistically significant ”reliable” indicators at that scale

CIDj = ω1,jDj [I1] + ω2,jDj [I2] + ω3,jDj [I3] + ...+ ωk,jDj [Ik] (2)

where ωij is the weight of each indicator i at scale j. Finally, by aggre-
gating the j ”scale-based” composite sub-indexes CIDj we can obtain the
wavelet-based composite index CIW , that is
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CIW = CISJ + CIDJ + ........+ CIDj + .......+ CID1 (3)

4.1 Scale-by-scale selection of leading index components

So far we have considered in wavelet methods only continuously labeled de-
compositions. In practice, in order to construct a wavelet-based composite
indicator we needs to develop discrete analogs of these techniques. Therefore
we move to the discussion of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). The
DWT is based on similar concepts as the CWT, but is more parsimonious
in its use of data (Gencay et al., 2003).7 The key difference between the
CWT and the DWT lies in the fact that the DWT uses only a limited num-
ber of translated and dilated versions of the mother wavelet to decompose
the original signal so that the information contained in the signal can be
summarized in a minimum number of wavelet coefficients.

Before performing wavelet decomposition analysis a number of decisions
must be made: what type of wavelet transform to apply, which family of
wavelet filters to use, and how boundary conditions at the end of the series
are to be handled. We perform the time scale decomposition analysis by
using the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform, MODWT, because of
the practical limitations of DWT. Indeed, the MODWT is a non-orthogonal
variant of the classical DWT that, unlike the orthogonal DWT, is transla-
tion invariant, as shifts in the signal do not change the pattern of coefficients
and is not restricted to a dyadic sample length. The wavelet filter used in
the decomposition is the Daubechies least asymmetric (LA) wavelet filter of
length L = 8, or LA(8) wavelet filter, based on eight non-zero coefficients
(Daubechies, 1992), the most widely used filter in economic applications.
Finally, in order to calculate wavelet coefficient values near the end of the
series boundary conditions are to be assumed. The series may be extended in
a periodic fashion (periodic boundary condition) or in a symmetric fashion
(reflecting boundary condition). We apply the reflecting boundary condi-
tion, where the original signal is reflected at its end point to produce a series
of length 2N which has the same mean and variance as the original signal.

After application of the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform to
each transformed individual indicator.8 we get, with a 6-level decomposition,
six sets of N wavelet coefficients d6, d5, d4, d3, d2, d1 and a set of N scaling
coefficients s6 that provide information on the short- and long term features
of the signal, respectively. Then by performing the synthesis operation,

7Since W (u, s) is a function of two parameters, as such it contains a high amount of
redundant information.

8Following the methodology applied by the Conference Board we calculate for each
component of the leading index the month-to-month changes using the symmetric percent
change formula, except for interest rate spread where simple arithmetic differences are
calculated.
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that consists in reassembling the original signal from the wavelet coefficients
by using the inverse stationary wavelet transform, we yield reconstructed
detail and smooth components as true constituents of the original signals.
Specifically, with J = 6 we get five wavelet details vectors D1, D2, D3,
D4, D5, D6 and one wavelet smooth vector, S6, each associated with a
particular frequency range. Specifically, as shown in Table 1, where the
frequency resolution interpretation of wavelet decomposition scale levels for
a 6-level decomposition and monthly data is reported, we have that:9

• detail levels D1, D2 and D3, represent the very short-run dynamics of
a signal (and contains most of the noise of the signal),

• detail levels from D4 to D6 captures fluctuations within the 16− 128
months frequency range (corresponding to business cycle frequency
band),

• the smooth component S6 captures oscillations with a period longer
than 12 years which correspond to the low-frequency components of a
signal.

Table 1: Frequency interpretation of MRD scale levels

Scale level, J Detail level, Dj Monthly resolution
1 D1 2-4
2 D2 4-8
3 D3 8-16
4 D4 16-32
5 D5 32-64
6 D6 64-128
7 S6 >128

To select the set of individual indicators at each scale level we investigate
the cyclical performance of each component series of the TCB-LEI with
respect to the reference series, TCB-CEI, on a scale-by-scale basis using
the results from wavelet cross-correlation analysis 10 In order to identify at

9Given that the level of the transform defines the effective scale λj of the correspond-
ing wavelet coefficients, for all families of Daubechies compactly supported wavelets the
level j wavelet coefficients are associated with changes at scale 2j−1. Since scale 2j−1

corresponds to frequencies in the interval f ∈ [1/2j+1, 1/2j ], using monthly data scale 1
wavelet coefficients are associated to 2−4 month periods, while scales 2 to 6 are associated
to 4− 8, 8− 16, 16− 32, 32− 64 and 64− 128 month periods, respectively.

10This statistical method can provide a reliable measure of the average lead of the
indicator as well as the fit of the regression relationship under the assumptions of a linear
relationship between variables and absence of extreme values. However, both problems
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any time scale which variables have better leading indicators properties for
economic activity we use the correlation value at the peak and the location
of the peak of the cross correlation function, since they both provide useful
criteria for selecting candidate indicators. A high cross-correlation of the
cyclical behavior indicates that the potential component series leads the
reference series over the whole cycle, not only at turning points, and the
location of the peak provides a reliable alternative indicator of the average
lead time.

The results from cross-correlation analysis may be summarized as fol-
lows. There are notable differences in the strength and timing of the leading
relationships across scales for each variable. At scales corresponding to fre-
quencies greater than 16 months, that is scales D4, D5, D6 and S6, there is
evidence of significant leading relationships for most of the individual indi-
cators, especially at scales D5 and D6. By contrast, at scales corresponding
to higher frequencies, that is scales D1, D2, D3, there is no evidence of any
leading behavior since the magnitude of the association between variables is
generally close to zero at all leads; As to the average lead time of the vari-
ous individual indicators at different scales some indicators are classifiable as
“longer-leading” (Interest rate spread, ISM Manufacturing new orders index
and Index of expectations) and others as “shorter leading” (Average weekly
initial claims, Manufacturers new orders for consumer goods and materials
and for nondefense capital goods), with the average lead time for indicators
at different time scales increasing as the scale increases, from 4 periods at
scale D4 to 24 periods at scale S6.

4.2 The wavelet-based composite leading index, TCB-LEIW

The findings and analysis in previous sections indicate that it is possible to
construct a parsimonious and ”informationally efficient” composite leading
index11 by simply combining those sub-indexes corresponding to the highest
scales, i.e. scales D4, D5, D6 and S6.

After the component series of each sub-index have been selected us-
ing wavelet cross-correlation results we apply Conference Board’s method-
ology to construct the scale-based composite sub-indexes. Hence, we adjust
the monthly contribution from each component through the equal variance
weight method12 and then add these standardized contributions to finally
obtain the level of the composite index using the symmetric percent change
formula.

are likely to be limited by performing cross-correlations calculations at time scale rather
than aggregate level.

11Parsimony and efficiency are related to the ability of reducing redundant information
in the construction of the composite index.

12Adjustments are based on the inverse of the standard deviation of the component
contribution and are also normalized to sum to one.
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The individual components selected from wavelet cross-correlation anal-
ysis that compose the leading sub-indexes, LEIS6 , LEID6 , LEID5 and
LEID4 , are listed in Tables 2 and 3. Tables 2 and 3 refer to different sub-
samples, 1960:1-1990:4 and 1990:5-2014:3 respectively (see Levanon et al.
2010).

Table 2: Components of TCB-LEIW sub-indexes until April 1990

LEID4 Components Stdz. Factors
ISM Manufacturing, New Orders Index 0.1671
Stock prices, 500 common stocks 0.3068
Building permits, new private housing units 0.2148
Index of consumer expectations 0.3114
LEID5 Components
ISM Manufacturing, New Orders Index 0.0925
Stock prices, 500 common stocks 0.1119
Building permits, new private housing units 0.0889
Money supply, M2 0.5946
Index of consumer expectations 0.1121
LEID6 Components
ISM Manufacturing, New Orders Index 0.1571
Building permits, new private housing units 0.0722
Money supply, M2 0.5989
Index of consumer expectations 0.1717
LEIS6 Components
Manufacturers new orders, consumer goods and materials 0.5324
Manufacturers new orders, nondefense capital goods 0.4676

The wavelet-based index TCB-LEIW is then obtained by summing up
the scale-based composite sub-indexes as follows:

TCB − LEIW = αLEIS6 + βLEID6 + γLEID5 + δLEID4 (4)

where α, β, γ and δ are the standardization factors of each sub-index
calculated according to the equal variance weight method as before.13 The
wavelet-based composite leading index TCB-LEIW is shown in Figure 6
along with the Conference Board new leading index TCB-LEI. The graphical
examination of the two composite leading indicators clearly indicates that
movements of the TCB-LEIW tend to precede quite regularly those of the

13Such values are, respectively, .3572, .3394, .2199 and .0834 for the pre-1990 period and
.5049, .2437, .1507 and .1007 for the post-1990 period.
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Table 3: Components of TCB-LEIW sub-indexes from May 1990

LEID4 Components Stdz. Factors
ISM Manufacturing, New Orders Index 0.2427
Stock prices, 500 common stocks 0.4455
Building permits, new private housing units 0.3119
LEID5 Components
ISM Manufacturing, New Orders Index 0.2281
Stock prices, 500 common stocks 0.2760
Building permits, new private housing units 0.2192
Index of consumer expectations 0.2766
LEID6 Components
ISM Manufacturing, New Orders Index 0.3917
Building permits, new private housing units 0.1801
Index of consumer expectations 0.4282
LEIS6 Components
Manufacturers new orders, consumer goods and materials 0.5324
Manufacturers new orders, nondefense capital goods 0.4676

TCB-LEI.14

Figure 6 about here

5 Comparing the performance of TCB-LEIW and
TCB-LEI at a) business cycle turning points,
and b) in signalling recessions

In order to evaluate the performance of the new approach in terms of making
leading indicators “more leading”, we compare the ability of the “wavelet-
based” composite leading indicator TCB-LEIW to provide early signals of
turning points in economic activity relative to the TCB-LEI. More specif-
ically, we compare the performance of the two leading indicators using the
historical dataset. Indeed, the comparison of the historical estimates is
generally adopted as a first step also in the revision process of individual
components periodically carried out (e.g. OECD, 2002, and Levanon et al.
2011).

We perform a “peak-and-trough” analysis that, along with the analysis
of the cross-correlation function and the number of missing or extra cycles,

14The visual evidence presented in Figure 6 is confirmed by the cross-correlation analysis
between TCB-LEIW and TCB-LEI where the latter is leading.
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are the criteria generally used to evaluate the performance of the individual
components of a composite indicator (and the composite indicator itself).
The results of the “peak-and-trough” analysis are presented in Table 4,
where the homogeneity of leads, in terms of length and consistency of the
leading times, at turning points, rather than over the whole sample period
are examined. The chronology used for the application of “peak-and-trough”
analysis is the official NBER business cycle chronology.

In Table 4 we show the number of leads in months and the difference
in leading months at each turning point between the two indicators, TCB-
LEI and TCB-LEIW . The TCB-LEIW gives signals of all turning points
with a longer lead than TCB-LEI, with an average leading time at peaks
of 1 year and a half, six months longer than TCB-LEI. This longer leading
property with respect to peaks makes the TCB-LEIW useful as an indication
of the approaching end of the current expansionary phase. This feature is
clearly detectable from visual inspection of Figure 1. Interesting results also
emerge about the average leading time at troughs. Although the TCB-LEIW

provide signals of turning points only slightly in advance relative to the new-
LEI, the similarity between the mean and median leading values at troughs
and the halved standard deviation, suggest that the signals provided by the
TCB-LEIW about approaching turning points are even more reliable than
those from TCB-LEI.

Table 4: Peak-and-trough analysis of the TCB-LEIW and TCB-LEI (LEI,
not M2)

Peaks TCB-LEI TCB-LEIW Diff. Troughs TCB-LEI TCB-LEIW Diff.
Febr 1961 -11 -9 -2

Dec 1969 -8 -11 3 Oct 1970 -7 -8 1
Nov 1973 -8 -13 5 Mar 1975 -2 -4 2
Jan 1980 -15 -23 8 Jul 1980 -2 -2 0
Jul 1981 -8 -8 0 Nov 1982 -10 -9 -1
Jul 1990 -18 -9 -9 Mar 1991 -2 -4 2
Mar 2001 -14 -19 5 Nov 2001 -1 -4 3
Dec 2007 -21 -43 22 Jun 2009 -3 -4 1

Mean -12.8 -18.0 4.8 Mean -4.8 -5.0 0.75
Median -12.0 -13.0 5.0 Median -2.5 -4.0 1.0
Std.Dev. 5.0 12.3 – Std.Dev. 4.0 2.7 –
Note: Leads in months of TCB-LEI and TCB-LEIW at peaks and troughs.

The numbers in column Diff. measure the difference in leading months

between TCB − LEIW and TCB-LEI at turning points.
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The (annualized) six-month growth rate of the composite leading indi-
cator is generally used as an operational recession-warning rule to assess the
likelihood of an approaching recession in the short-term by means of the
so-called ”Three Ds” rule. Indeed, a decline in the leading index is inter-
preted as a short-term recession warning when duration, deepness (depth)
and diffusion of its six-month change (at annual rate) exceed certain speci-
fied thresholds. 15

Figure 7 about here
The six-month growth rate of the Conference Board’s leading economic

index is shown in Figure 12 along with the six-month growth rate of the
wavelet-based leading indicator TCB-LEIW . The wavelet-based leading in-
dicator seems to provide earlier signals of business cycle turning points as
to the Conference Board composite leading economic index anticipating the
turning points by several months. Indeed, the cross-correlation analysis be-
tween the derived measures of the two indexes shown in Figure 13 indicates
that the wavelet-based leading index has an average leading time of about
five months.

Figure 8 about here
The wavelet-based approach proposed in this paper, and in particular

the selection of the individual components on a scale-by-scale basis, gives
the leading composite indicator an inherent smoothing property. Indeed,
since the shortest time scale components of a signal are likely to contain
mostly noise, the absence of any leading properties at these scales makes
the wavelet-based composite indicator smooth. Thus, in order to detect
which of the two above mentioned features is responsible for the different
performance of the wavelet-based index we need to separate the two ef-
fects. Hence, in order to determine whether such smoothness is responsible
for the different performance of the two leading indicators we compare the
TCB-LEIW against a smoothed version of the TCB-LEI represented by its
centered moving average over 12-months. The plot of the two signals in
Figure 14 shows that the tendency of the TCB-LEIW to shift direction in
advance of the TCB-LEI index is not related to smoothing. Therefore we
conclude that the different performance of the wavelet-based leading indi-
cator can be referred to the property of the wavelet approach to include a
scale-by-scale selection of each individual indicators in the overall composite
index.

Figure 9 about here
15The thresholds are three months of consecutive decline, a downward movement of

three-and-a-half percent over a six-month span and a diffusion index below 50 percent
(TCB, 2000).
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6 Conclusions

In this paper a wavelet-based approach for constructing composite indexes is
applied to the Conference Board’s LEI for the US. The proposed methodol-
ogy allows the construction of a composite leading indicator which combines
several sub-indexes whose individual components are selected on a scale-by-
scale, rather than aggregate, basis. Our overall findings using historical data
indicate that by making selective use of all available information, both in
the frequency and time domain, it is possible to improve the performance of
composite leading indicators, especially at peaks, by also retaining reliabil-
ity of the early warning signals provided. In sum, we believe that composite
indicators can largely benefit from wavelet’s ability to fully exploit the dif-
ferent informative content of individual indicators at different time scales.

The methodology applied in this paper reveals several potential advan-
tages and limits. Potential gains from the ”wavelet-based” methodology in
constructing composite indicators are first related to the difficulty to recog-
nize signals in noisy data. Since noise is mostly contained at shortest time
scales, that is at scales where the leading properties of individual indicators
are generally absent, the wavelet-based composite indicator can improve the
quality and reliability of early signals of cyclical turning points relative to
the actual system of composite leading indicators in terms of number of false
signals. Moreover, by reducing the number of individual components used
in the construction of the composite indicator the proposed methodology
can allow greater timeliness than any other composite indicator by includ-
ing only series that according to publication schedules make the lag between
the release and target (or reference) month to be minimum.

On the other hand, we recognize that in order to fully determine the
usefulness of such a wavelet-based approach for developing early warning
signals the evaluation of its performance with real time data is needed. Real
time evaluation methods are of great interest for all practitioners and also
a critical issue for the estimation of the components in the multiresolution
wavelet decomposition analysis. Indeed, as new data become available, some
revision in past estimations is likely to result if the new data does not match
the data extrapolated out-of-the sample by the boundary condition used
in wavelet decomposition. This aspect needs to be further investigated in
future research for a thorough assessment of the usefulness of the wavelet-
based approach to composite indicators.
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Figure 6: Wavelet-based leading composite indicator TCB−LEIW vs TCB-
LEI
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Figure 7: TCB − LEIW vs TCB-LEI: recession signals from 3D’s
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Figure 8: Cross-correlation between the six-month growth rate of TCB-
LEIW at t− i and TCB-LEI at t.
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Figure 9: TCB-LEIW (blue line) and the moving average of new-LEI (red
line)
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